Error concealment at the video decoder is to recover erroneous picture region based on correctly decoded region in the same frame or the neighboring frames. However, the existing error concealment methods cannot give satisfactory result in some situations, e.g. when a whole frame is lost. In this paper, we propose a novel joint forward-backward concealment (JFBC) method. The key observation is that, a future frame can be recovered without using its reference frame when some error resilience tools, such as redundant picture, are used. Based on this observation, the proposed JFBC performs temporal error concealment along not only forward direction but also backward direction. Furthermore, the JFBC combines the forward concealment result and the backward concealment result by using linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) estimation. The JFBC estimates for each pixel an error level such that the weights in LMMSE estimation are adaptive in pixel-level. In the experiments, the JFBC achieves considerable gain over the state-of-the-art temporal error concealment method.
INTRODUCTION
Video communications over the Internet and via mobile phones becomes more and more popular. However, most networks such as the Internet and wireless channels are not reliable enough to guarantee error-free transmission. As a result, video encoders and decoders should be equipped with appropriate error resilience and error concealment tools, to counteract the packet loss of video data.
Error concealment techniques at the decoder attempt to conceal erroneous picture areas based on the correctly decoded region and any other helpful information without mod- ifying source and channel coding schemes [1] . In general, error concealment schemes can be divided into spatial approaches and temporal approaches [2] .
The spatial error concealment approaches estimate or improve the reconstruction of erroneous region by exploiting the spatial correlation. This can be achieved by using weighted averages of the correct neighbor pixels or by edge based spatial interpolation [2] , and can also be achieved by some sophisticated approaches such as projection on convex set (POCS) [3] .
The temporal error concealment approaches, on the other hand, restore the missing area by exploiting temporal correlation between neighboring frames. For whole frame loss, typical temporal error concealment approaches include temporal replacement (TR) [2] and optical flow based estimation [4] . For the situation of partial MBs loss, the well-known boundary matching algorithm (BMA) in [5] chooses for each lost MB one motion vector among the candidates based on a spatial smoothness constraint, such that the concealed MB is smoothly connected to the surrounding pixels. Different from BMA, the decoder motion vector estimation (DMVE) method in [6] minimizes the temporal variation of the surrounding pixels.
The error resilience tools and error concealment tools can cooperate with each other for better performance. For example, the BMA desires to split one macroblock and its neighboring macroblocks in a picture into different slices. This can be fulfilled by a flexible slice organization format with the error resilience tool like flexible macroblock ordering (FMO) in H.264/AVC.
In this paper, we propose a novel joint forward backward concealment (JFBC) method which can efficiently cooperate with redundant pictures. Redundant picture is an error resilience tool in the state-of-the-art H.264 video coding standard [7] . When redundant picture is used, a future frame can be decoded or concealed before its previous frames. Based on this observation, in [8] we propose a backward concealment (BC) method. This method use a recovered future frame to recover the corrupted previous frame. Typically the recovered future frame has the MVs, the residues and the re- covered reconstructions. Thus in BC method most pixels in the previous frame are recovered by inverse motion compensation without any error. The rest pixels are recovered by spatial error concealment in BC. Based on this, the proposed JFBC method combines the result of BC and the result of conventional forward concealment method, by using linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) estimation. We estimate for each pixel an error level in BC such that in LMMSE estimation the weights are adaptive in pixel-level. The JFBC takes the advantage of both forward concealment and backward concealment. In the experiments, the JFBC achieves considerable gain over the state-of-the-art temporal error concealment method and BC method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section II we propose an novel backward concealment method. In section III, we analyze the error variance of the BC method, and present the proposed JFBC method and the derivation of the LMMSE estimation. In section IV we give the experimental results, and in section V we conclude the paper.
PROPOSED BACKWARD CONCEALMENT (BC)

Background and Basic Idea
In traditional temporal error concealment methods, erroneous frames are recovered in the decoding order. The decoder estimate the MVs of the corrupted frame based on available information, and then recover the corrupted frame by copying its reference frames. However, this may not give satisfactory concealment result especially when the corrupted frame is totally lost. This typically happens in low bit rate wireless video communication.
In this paper, we consider to use a future available frame to recover its reference frames. This is based on the observation that a future frame can be recovered before its reference frames when some error resilience tools such as redundant slice are used. Fig.1 shows a typical example. In this example, frame 57 is corrupted and frames 57 ∼ 60 need to be recovered. Frame 61 has a redundant picture which can be correctly decoded, so it can be reconstructed independently before its reference frame (the frame 60). After reconstructing frame 61, since the primary picture of the frame 61 including both the MVs and residues is available, we can subtract the residues from the reconstructions and then copy the results back to its reference frame (the frame 60) according to the MVs. By this, most pixels in the frame 60 can be reconstructed except those pixels not referenced by any pixels in frame 61. Those unreferenced pixels can be recovered by spatial or temporal error concealment methods. In this way, the reconstructed pixels in frame 60 should be very accurate because most of them are recovered by (backward) decoding rather than by error concealment. By recursively applying this method, we can recover frame 59, 58 and finally 57. The advantage of this method is that, it can recover the corrupted frame (frame 57) even if it is totally lost, because it only use the MVs and residues of the next frame (frame 58). Letf n (x) be the original reconstruction value at location x in the n th frame (in error free case). M V n (x) is the motion vector of the block which the pixel x belongs to. f n−1 (x + M V n (x)) is the value of motion compensated prediction.r n (x) is the (reconstructed) residue value at location x. In H.264 and most other hybrid video coding schemes, the reconstruction is the summation of the prediction and the residue:f
Implementation of backward concealment
Suppose the n th frame has been recovered by backward error concealment. Letf
n (x) be the concealed result at location x. In the case that x+M V n (x) is integer pixel location, we recover the pixel x + M V n (x) in the (n − 1) th frame by backward decoding:
In the case that x + M V n (x) is non-integer pixel location, we recover the most nearest pixel around x+M V n (x) in the (n− 1) th frame. Denote M V n (x) as the nearest integer motion vector to M V n (x). We recover the pixel x + M V n (x) by:
where the sub-pixel value off
n (·) andr n (·) are obtained by applying the sub-pixel interpolation filter of H.264.
With Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), there are still a small amount of pixels in the (n − 1) th frame which cannot be recovered. Those pixels are not referenced by any pixel in the n th frame. The percentage of those unreferenced pixels is small. We recover those pixels by copying neighboring available pixels. Fig.2 is a illustration of the proposed backward error concealment method. The proposed method first recover most pixels (the referenced pixels) by backward decoding (inverse motion compensation), then recover the rest pixels (the unreferenced pixels) by spatial error concealment.
Verification and Analysis
Fig .3 shows a real example which include both the intermediate result and the final result during the backward concealment process. The sequence is 'foreman' of QCIF at 15Hz, encoded by H.264 (JM 14.2) baseline profile. As shown in Fig.1 , the frame 57 is lost during the transmission, while the frame 61 is recovered by using redundant picture. (a) is the reconstruction of (the redundant picture of) the frame 61. By applying backward decoding on (a), we recover most pixels in frame 60 and get partial image (b). We then recover the remaining pixels (the black holes in (b)) by MV-based concealment and get final backward concealment result (c). The PSNR of the final backward concealment result is 33.51dB. The concealment result is also good in visual quality.
By recursively applying the proposed BC method, we can conceal all the frames before the redundantly coded frame including the lost frame.
JOINT FORWARD BACKWARD CONCEALMENT (JFBC)
The proposed backward concealment (BC) method can cooperate with the existing forward concealment methods to provide better performance. In this section, we propose an joint forward backward error concealment algorithm. We first analyze the error variance of both forward EC and backward EC, and then propose an optimal LMMSE estimation equation for combining both the forward EC result and the backward EC result. We finally simplify the equation for practical usage such that only one parameter is required.
Basic Modal
The reconstruction pixel values at the each frame can be modelled as a Laplacian distribution with a zero mean and a co-
where ρ is the correlation coefficient between immediately neighboring pixels and Δ is a 2-D displacement error [9] . Under this assumption, the residue variance of two adjacent pixels is
If Δ can be modelled as isotropic Gaussian with variance σ
Error Analysis for Forward Error Concealment
First let us consider the case that there is one frame lost during transmission. Let x be the lost pixel in the n th frame. In the existing (forward) temporal error concealment methods, the decoder guesses a motion vector M V n (x) for each pixel (or block) and recovers the pixel value by copying from previous frame:
We define motion vector error Δ fc as the difference between the true motion vector and the guessed motion vector, i.e. Δ fc = M V n (x) − M V n (x). In Fig.4 , we give a illustration of the vector error Δ fc . We model the motion vector . We consider the reconstructed residuer n (·) as independent with the reference framef n (·). According to (1) (5) and (6), we can derive the error variance σ 2 (fc) as follows
In this expression, the first item is caused by losing the motion vectors and the second item is caused by losing the residues. Then let us consider the situation that there are totally m frames lost before the current frame. In this situation, the motion vector error can be approximated by the accumulation of multiple i.i.d isotropic Gaussian RV Δ . This means the accumulated motion vector error is still a Gaussian RV but with variance mσ
The accumulated residue variance is mσ 2 r under the assumption that the residue in each frame is independent with each other. Then, the error variance can be approximated by
Error Analysis for Backward Error Concealment
In backward EC, we classify all the pixels into different error levels and analyze the error variance of each level respectively. The error level of each pixel is defined as how many times of MV-based concealment is used during the backward error concealment process of that pixel. The error level of each pixel is calculated as follows:
• If a pixel x is refreshed by intra coding or redundant picture, then the error level is set to be 0. This is because that, there is only quantization noise but no concealment error in this pixel.
• If a pixel x in the n th frame is recovered by backward decoding from a pixel x in the (n + 1) th frame (i.e. x = x + M V n+1 (x )), and the error level of pixel x is k, then the error level of x is also set to be k. This is because the backward decoding does not introduce additional error.
• If a pixel x is recovered by the MV-based concealment from a pixel x in the same frame (i.e.f (bc)
n (x )), and the error level of pixel x is k, then the error level of x is set to be k + 1. This is because the MV-based concealment may introduce additional error. The error variances of the pixels with different k at different frame positions are given in Table 1 . The test condition is similar to the test for Fig.? ? and the sequence is 'foreman qcif' at 15Hz. According to this table, pixels in same frame with different error level k has quite different error variance. Pixels with same error level k in different frame has similar error variance. This means it is more reasonable to classify pixels according to k than according to frame positions.
The error variance of the pixels with different k are derived as follows:
Pixels with k = 0 in each frame are recovered by backward decoding. There are only quantization noise, so the concealment error variance σ For any pixel x with k = 1 in the n th frame, there must exist x (1) , x (2) , ..., x (m) with k = 1 in frame n + 1, n + 2, ..., n + m respectively, such that x is recovered by backward decoding via
and x (m) is recovered by copying an error-free pixel x (m+1) (with k = 0) in frame n + m, i.e.
Since originally x is the reference pixel of x (1) , x (1) is the reference pixel of x (2) , ..., and x (m−1) is the reference pixel of x (m) , we havê
We define Δ bc = x (m+1) − x (m) as the displacement error as shown in Fig.4 . We model Δ bc as isotropic Gaussian with variance σ 2 Δ bc . Then according to (11)(12)(13) and (5), the error variance of x is: . Therefore, the error variance can be approximated by
This means the backward concealment error variance σ 2 (bc) of each pixel is proportional to the square root of the error level k of that pixel. We verify this relation by simulation. The test sequences are 'foreman', 'football', 'news' and 'silent'. The average error variance of pixels in different error levels are given in Fig.5 . We can see that the data basically complies with the proposed modal.
Pixel-level Adaptive LMMSE
In this chapter, the forward concealment error and the backward concealment error are assumed to be independent, because they come from different temporal directions. The forward concealment error is due to the loss of previous frame. The backward concealment error is mainly due to the concealment of the unreferenced pixels of current or following frames. We use linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) estimation to combine the forward concealment result and the backward concealment result. The LMMSE estimation is through:f
where
In (19), only m and k are variables, so we can rewrite it as
And Eq.(20) can be further simplified as
This simplification is mainly due to following two reasons: Firstly, in (20) we have γ 1 γ 2 . In forward error concealment, normally the error caused by losing motion vector is much more serious than losing residue. Therefore, in (7), we have σ 
Different pixels in the same frame have same m but can have different k. This means both (20) and (22) are adaptive in pixel level.
EXPERIMENTS
In the experiments, we compare following four methods: the first is the temporal replacement (TR), i.e. each damaged region is directly replaced by the co-located region in the temporally previous picture with zero motion [2] ; the second is the state-of-the-art error concealment method for whole frame loss based on the optical flow constraint (OptFlow) [4] ; the third is the proposed backward concealment method (BC); the last is the proposed joint-forward-backward concealment method (JFBC).
The test is based on H.264 (JM 14.2) baseline profile. The GOP structure is 'IPPP...'. Redundant pictures (RP) are periodically inserted, such that frame 1, 11, 21, ... have both primary pictures and redundant pictures. Similar to [4] , the experiments focus on the situation of low bit rate such that each transmission packet contains a whole picture. According to this figure, the proposed BC can significantly improve the reconstruction PSNR in some cases. For example, when the 47 th frame is lost and the 51 th frame is refreshed by the corresponding redundant picture, BC is 6∼10dB better than both TR and OptFlow for the frames 47 ∼ 50. In this figure, there are also some frames in which the BC is worse than OptFlow, e.g. frames 55 ∼ 57 and 64 ∼ 66. This typically happens when the lost frame is too far away from the next redundant picture. In this situation, there may be some pixels in very high error levels (larger k in Fig. 5 ). The proposed JFBC takes advantage of both forward concealment and backward concealment by combining them together. It gives large weight to forward concealment result for those pixels with large k, and gives large weight to backward concealment result for those pixels with small k. Therefore, as shown in Fig.6 , JFBC outperforms both OptFlow and BC significantly in frames 55 ∼ 60 and 64 ∼ 70. Fig.7 shows the visual quality and the PSNR of the frames 57 ∼ 60 (from left to right in this figure) when OptFlow, BC or JFBC (from top to bottom in this figure) is used. By comparing the first two rows, we can see that OptFlow is relatively better than BC at frame 57, while BC is better at frame 59 and 60. The JFBC has best visual quality and highest PSNR among three methods, taking the advantages of both forward concealment and backward concealment. The optimal γ 0 for (22) is found by full search. We explore different video sequences and different γ 0 . The quantization parameter is set to be 28. The packet loss rate is 10%. For each γ 0 and each test sequence, we simulate 100 different loss patterns obtained from [10] . The gain of JFBC over BC is given in Fig.8 . According to this figure, the gain is not very sensitive to γ 0 , and γ 0 = 0.4 is near optimal for most tested video sequences.
Then we fix γ 0 = 0.4 and compare the end-to-end distortion at loss rate 10%. For each bit rate and each test sequence, we simulate 100 different loss patterns obtained from [10] . The result is given in Table 2 . The proposed JFBC performs the best. On the average, it gains 1.35dB and 0.65dB over TR and OptFlow respectively. Note that here each PSNR is the average of a whole sequence including both correctly decoded frames and corrupted frames. If only corrupted frames are considered, the gain will be much higher. As shown in Fig.6 , the gain can be up to 10dB for some frames.
CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we propose a novel joint forward backward concealment (JFBC) method. Different from existing methods, JFBC performs temporal error concealment along not only forward direction but also backward direction. The forward concealment result and the backward concealment result are combined by using LMMSE estimation. Experiments suggest that the proposed method can achieve considerable gain over the state-of-the-art temporal error concealment method in both objective and subjective quality. 
